= 0 and KL P = L if and only if every finite-dimensional L-module is completely reducible. The latter implies that ExtV(i)(Af, iV)=0 for all F(L)-modules M and N f finite dimensional or not, and therefore all F(L)-modules are projective and V(L) has global dimension zero, i.e., Ext7 (L) 
In this paper, we state some of the results obtained by application of the methods of [4] REMARKS. Adams [2] has calculated H 9^{ A) for t -s ^17 and for /^24. Liulevicius (unpublished) has calculated H*' l {A) for *^31, which, together with the periodicity theorems of Adams [2] , gives complete information for t -s^23. The stated facts about 7Tk{S, 2), k = 30 and £ = 31, follow from unpublished results of Maunder, in which he identifies the elements of Ei which survive to the image of the J-homomorphism Z 2 n+1 0*(.S, 2), j fe = 2 n +2 n+1 w-l, m^O, n^2. Next we state our results for the case p>2. As in the case p = 2, there is an element a^H ltl (A) such that multiplication by a 0 on elements surviving to £00 corresponds essentially to multiplication by p in 7r(5, p), and we may define a group structure on each E* -® t-8-k E s / by interpreting multiplication by a 0 to mean multiplication by p. For the sake of brevity, we state our results in terms of £4 and restrict our attention to those dimensions k in which nearly complete information on 70; (S, p) is obtained. 
